Children with Autism Learn How to Play Music

A music learning system that teaches children to read music with shapes and colors

Color Me Mozart is a music learning system designed for all children between the ages
of 3 to 10 years old.
Brooklyn. -Color Me Mozart is a new method of teaching music to children using
shapes and colors. This method has changed the lives of many students taught by
Adrian Edward, Color Me Mozart’s creator. Mr. Edward has a degree in Music
Education from Hunter College in New York City and is also a pianist and music
therapist.
The Color Me Mozart book has a variety of songs where children can learn music
through the use of shapes, colors and stickers. Stickers are applied to any keyboard
making it simple for a child to associate each shape and color with a musical note.
“The system allows children to learn the language of music through the use of
knowledge they already know, shapes and colors, making musical concepts easy to
absorb”, said Adrian Edward, founder and creator of Color Me Mozart.
Additionally, Mr. Edward stated that this method has helped many children fulfill their
dream of learning music. Having developed the system over the past five years in his
work as a music therapist for special needs children, Mr. Edward has seen the power
that music has in the lives of children with autism, ADHD and other disabilities. This
method of learning music also allows for the continued learning of full musical notation.
“I have taught and seen thousands of children over the years, including those with ASD
or Austin Spectrum Disorder display an amazing ability of absorbing and connecting
with music. Parents are often times amazed that their child can not only learn music,
but also use it as a powerful way of communication and expression”, said Mr. Edward.
Presently, Adrian Edward is a music therapist at the Guild for Exceptional Children in
Brooklyn, NY and a music teacher at the prestigious Collegiate School in New York
City. He is currently designing the second book in the Color Me Mozart series of eight
books, that are projected to be released in the coming years. Color Me Mozart is
seeking the support of various backers and sponsors through a Kickstarter campaign
the was recently launched. More information can be found on their website:
www.colormemozart.com
“Color Me Mozart is a music book that has enriched the lives of many children and
families”, Adrian Edward.

